New HST/STIS optical spectra were obtained for a sample of early type stars with existing IUE UV spectra. These data were used to construct optical extinction curves whose general properties are discussed elsewhere. In this paper, we identify extinction features in the curves that are wider than diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs) but narrower than the well known broad band variability. This intermediate scale structure, or ISS, contains distinct features whose peaks can contribute a few percent to 20% of the total extinction. Most of the ISS variation can be captured by three principal components. We model the ISS with three Drude profiles and show that their strengths and widths vary from one sight line to another, but their central positions are stable, near 4370, 4870 and 6300Å. The Very Broad Structure, VBS, in optical curves appears to be a minimum between the 4870 and 6300Å absorption peaks. We find relations among the fit parameters and provide a physical interpretation of them in terms of a simplistic grain model. Finally, we note that the strengths of the 4370 and 4870Å features are correlated to the strength of the 2175Å UV bump, but that the 6300Å feature is not, and that none of the ISS features are related to R(V ). However, we verify that the broad band curvature of the continuous optical extinction is strongly related to R(V ).
INTRODUCTION
It has been known for some time that the broad band structure of optical and near infrared (NIR) extinction curves varies with location in the Galaxy (see Schlafly et al. 2016 , for a review). Likewise, spatially-variable narrow band extinction features, called diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs), have also been studied extensively (e.g. Herbig 1995) . In contrast, weak structure in optical and NIR extinction curves over intermediate wavelength intervals (i.e., several hundred to ∼1000Å) is known to exist, but has received far less attention. This structure was first reported by Whiteoak (1966) and termed "very broad structure", or VBS. The VBS is typically identified as a broad depression (i.e., reduced extinction) in extinction curves over the region 1.5 λ −1 2.0 µ −1 (Whittet et al. 1976; Schild 1977; Walker et al. 1980 ). However, York (1971) and Hayes et al. (1973) recognized that it could also be a minimum associated with larger, more complex structure. In this paper, we collectively refer to these features, including the VBS, as intermediate scale structure, or ISS. Interestingly, there is little evidence for DIBs or ISS in the UV or far UV (e.g. Clayton et al. 2003; Gordon et al. 2009 ). Recently, Fitzpatrick et al. (2019, hereafter Paper VII) have constructed a set of high signal-to-noise spectrophotometric extinction curves which are ideal for studying the nature of the relatively weak ISS. In this paper, we utilize the Paper VII data to examine the nature and variability of the ISS in detail. We do this using two distinct approaches. The first is purely empirical and does not rely on any assumptions about the form of the structure. The second approach uses a parameterization of the curves in order to quantify the features identified in the empirical analysis.
Section 2 describes our sample of stars and the data used in the analysis. Section 3 presents our empirical measurements of the ISS. Section 4 utilizes a simple, ad hoc model for the structure in order to derive physically meaningful measurements. Finally, section 5 summarizes our findings.
THE SAMPLE
We begin with the sample of 72 early-type stars described in Paper VII. These stars all have HST/STIS G430L and G750L spectra, covering the wavelength range 2900 ≤ λ ≤ 10270Å, with a resolution (λ/∆λ) ranging from 530 to 1040. Additionally, all have been observed previously by the International Ultraviolet Explorer IUE satellite, providing ultraviolet (UV) spectrophotometry. The stars range in spectral type from B9 to O6 and luminosity class from V to III. They have color excesses spanning the range 0.12 ≤ E(B − V ) ≤ 1.11 mag. Paper VII derived extinction curves for each star using a procedure that matches stellar lines to model atmospheres. The method is similar to the one employed by Fitzpatrick & Massa (2007) except that it concentrates on the optical spectrum (see Paper VII, for details). We excluded GSC03712-01870 from this original sample because it lacked an IUE long wavelength spectrum and, thus, information on the strength of its 2175Å extinction bump. This left a sample of 71 stars.
For our analysis, we rebinned all of the optical curves for these stars onto a uniform wavelength scale, covering 3010 ≤ λ ≤ 8000Å and sampled at 5Å intervals. Wavelengths longer than 8000Å were ignored since the available TLUSTY model atmospheres (Lanz & Hubeny 2003) used to produce many of the curves do not include the upper Paschen lines. The final data set thus consists of 71 normalized extinction curves. These curves are expressed as color excesses relative to the monochromatic flux at 5500Å, E(λ − 55) and normalized by the excess between 4400 and 5500Å, E(44 − 55), i.e.,
sampled at M λ = 999 evenly spaced wavelength points. These monochromatic excesses and curves are nearly identical to those expressed in the usual photometric B and V bands. The major difference is that the monochromatic expressions are immune to the magnitude of the reddening (see Paper VII, for further details). Nevertheless, we will often use ebv or R(V ) as general measures of the color excess and the ratio of total to selective extinction. Figure 1 shows the mean of the 71 rebinned, normalized optical extinction curves, along with a quartic fit to the mean (smooth blue curve). To demonstrate the magnitude of the features to be studied in this paper, we also show the difference between the mean curve and the quartic fit, magnified by a factor of ten. These residuals reveal the ISS.
EMPIRICAL MEASUREMENTS OF THE ISS
In this section, we fit the curves with a low order polynomial. We then examine the residuals of the polynomial fits, i.e., the ISS. We analyze the variability of the residuals in two ways. First, we quantify its strength and demonstrate that it is related to the amplitude of the 2175Å bump (a result anticipated by Walker et al. 1980 ). Second, we analyze variations in the shape of the ISS and show that most of it can be captured by only three parameters.
To begin, we interpolate the curves over the locations of interstellar lines and those DIBs from the list given by Herbig (1995) that we could identify in our spectra. This allows our analysis to concentrate only on ISS features. The interstellar features removed are listed in Table 1 . The curves were then smoothed by a Gaussian with a FWHM of 100Å. Smoothing accomplishes two things: 1) it suppresses features with characteristic widths less than 100Å (eliminating any residual influence of DIBs) and, 2) it reduces the "offset error" described below.
We can also use the smoothed and unsmoothed data to derive a measure of the mean error affecting the data. First, we subtract each 999 point spectrum with the ISM features removed from the version of itself convolved with the 100Å FW Gaussian. This difference should capture most of the high frequency, random noise in the data. Next, the RMS of these differences at each wavelength for all of the observations is used to provide a representation of the wavelength dependence of the errors for the entire sample. Finally, the RMS of this wavelength array is used to derive a "representative", mean error affecting the data. The value that results from this process is σ obs = 0.0373. 
Magnitude of the ISS
We assume that the curves can be represented by a set of N f feature profiles, φ(λ − 55) i , whose shapes are unspecified, and a background continuum that can be characterized by a polynomial of order N p . In this case, an extinction curve can be expressed as
Without model profiles for guidance, weak, broad structures, such as the ISS, are difficult to quantify. Unlike sharp features, such as DIBs, choosing continuum points is problematic. It is difficult to decide where the "continuum" begins and ends and whether a perceived continuum point is actually affected by the overlap of nearby features. In the end, any such procedure becomes highly subjective. Because of these difficulties, we begin our analysis with a different approach for measuring the ISS. Instead of attempting to fit the features with a set of profiles or to determine the underlying continuum, we examine the magnitudes of the residuals of the curves after they are fit by low order polynomials. Specifically, the residuals, r(λ − 55), are given by
where the b j differ from the b 0 j because they are fits to the entire curve, including the ISS. Consequently, they are affected by the ISS at some level. Experimentation showed that a fourth order polynomial (a quartic) adequately captures the overall shape of the curves and that higher order polynomials do not improve the fits.
After the smoothing and the removal of a quartic continuum, the features in the residuals have full widths between about 100 and 1200Å, where the upper limit is the total wavelength interval divided by 4 (for the 4 zeros of a 4-th order polynomial). Features larger than 1200Å are captured by the polynomial coefficients, while features less than 100Å are lost, but should stand out in the raw spectra (the ISM lines and DIBs). As expected from Paper VII, the coefficients of the linear and quadratic terms are correlated with
, and we return to this correlation in § 4.2. Figure 2 shows the individual residuals and their mean. The dotted curves are for stars with E(44 − 55) < 0.5 mag, where the effect of mismatches between the observations and the best fitting model atmospheres used to create the curves are exaggerated (see Massa et al. 1983 , for a discussion of mismatch errors). A few things are immediately apparent. First, the general structure is repeatable and present at some level in all of the well defined curves. Second, the broad depression in the extinction between 1.5 x 2.0 µ −1 (where x ≡ λ −1 ), which is normally associated with the VBS, is clearly present. Third, the VBS depression is actually a minimum surrounded by at least three distinct peaks, near x = 1.6, 2.05, and 2.25 µ −1 (λ =4400, 4800 and 6600Å). This is the same general structure first reported by Hayes et al. (1973) . Finally, we note that the three distinct peaks in the ISS occur in the vicinity of the three strong DIBs at 4428, 4882 and 6384Å (see Table 1 ).
The repeatability of the features validates the approach used in Paper VII to construct the curves, since the same features appear in curves derived from stars with very different physical parameters and a wide range in color excessesindicating that these features are not a result of spectral mismatch between observed spectra and model flux calculations. The large scatter between x = 2.7 and 2.9 µ −1 results from small mismatches between the models and the observations in the vicinity of the Balmer Jump, which are amplified in curves produced from stars with smaller E(B − V ) values. It appears that the models or our fitting procedures may need to be refined in this region.
We now require an objective means to measure the strength of the ISS. For lack of a better measure, we adopt the root mean square (RMS) of the residuals to measure its total strength. This is given by
where M λ = 999. Note that RM S[r(λ − 55)] is also influenced by random, point to point measurement errors which create an additive term under the radical. This term creates an "offset error" (referred to above), in the sense that the measure can never be exactly zero, due to the random contribution. Further, in very noisy data the random errors can dominate the measurements. This was the motivation for aggressively smoothing the data with a 100Å Gaussian, which should minimize the random contribution. Without the smoothing, there would be an additional term under the radical in equation (4) of order σ obs . This term would introduce considerable scatter in Figure 3 and prohibit curves with no features whatsoever from approaching zero. We next examine correlations between RM S[r(λ − 55)] and R(V ) and properties of the 2175Å bump. Fitzpatrick & Massa (1986) parameterize the 2175Å bump with a constant, c, times a Drude profile of the form
The maximum value, or amplitude, of the term is a(2175) = c/γ 2 and its area is πc/(2γ) (see Fitzpatrick & Massa 1986) . Figure 3 shows the relations between RM S[r(λ−55)] and R(V ) (top) and a(2175) (bottom). Values of a(2175), and R(V ) are from Paper VII. It is clear that RM S[r(λ − 55)] is poorly correlated with R(V ). In contrast, our measure of the ISS structure is strongly correlated with a(2175). Considering the crudeness of our current measure, this seems rather remarkable. We next examine the systematic variations in the ISS using principal component decomposition (see Massa 1980 , for a discussion of the use of component analysis to characterize extinction). In this analysis, the data were binned even further, to 50Å, which is the minimum possible sampling for the data, which are smoothed by a 100Å Gaussian. The result is a set of 99 point spectra. These were used to construct a covariance matrix of excesses. We use excesses, E(44 − 55)r(λ − 55), because they give larger weight to the more well defined curves, derived from stars with larger reddenings. The covariance matrix is given by
Wavelength dependence of the ISS variations
where N = 71, the number of stars in the sample, i and j vary from 1 to N λ = 99, the number of wavelength points, and
is the weighted mean. The N λ eigenvalues, e i , and eigenvectors (or principal components, PCs), v(λ) i , of this matrix give the magnitudes and shapes of the variations, in order of the magnitudes of the variances. We note that the matrix S ij is singular, since there are more wavelength points than objects in the sample. However, this simply means that the N λ − N = 32 smallest eigenvalues are zero.
A given residual, r(λ − 55) (n) , can be approximated in terms of a specified number, N pc , of PCs as
where the relation is exact when N pc = N λ , and the coefficients are given by
For any criterion of the significance of the principal components, some estimate of the observational errors is required. For this purpose, we adopt σ obs / √ 10 = 0.0118, where the numerical radical accounts for the rebinning to 99 points. This value can be compared to the magnitudes of the eigenvalues derived from the sample covariance matrix. The ratio of the square roots of the 5 largest eigenvalues to this value are: 4.92, 3.93, 2.26, 1.57 and 1.34. Consequently, we see that the variance along the first 3 components are larger than twice the expected mean error, and these are considered significant. Furthermore, if we define the fraction of the total variance due to a particular component, e i , as e i / N λ 1 e n , the first three components account for 44, 31 and 10% of the total variance, respectively, for a total of 85%. In contrast, the fourth component accounts for less than 4%, a value more representative of the expected random errors. Figure 4 shows how the three largest PCs affect the mean residual. The effect of each PC has been scaled by the magnitude of its associated eigenvalue. The first PC appears to describe the relative strength of the two peaks near 2.1 µ −1 relative to the minima near 1.8 and 2.8 µ −1 . The major effects of the second PC are changing the relative strengths of the two peaks near 2.1 µ −1 and making the minimum near 2.8 µ −1 weaken in concert with the short wavelength 2.1 µ −1 peak. The dominant effect of the third component is to change the relative strengths of the two minima, weakening the one near 1.8 µ −1 while strengthening the one near 2.8 µ −1 . It is difficult to interpret the variability at the shortest wavelengths. It could be due to the wing of another feature with a peak at λ < 3000Å, or an artifact of the continuum fitting. Figure 5 shows the residuals of the 10 most reddened stars in our sample. For each star, the plots show: the unsmoothed residuals, the representation of the residuals given by the mean and the three largest PCs and, the sample mean residual for comparison. Note that the first three PCs produce excellent fits to all of the curves, except for the interstellar lines and DIBS listed in Table 1 . This suggests that there may be no more than three parameters influencing the ISS. As expected from Figure 2 , the features can vary significantly in strength (compare HD 29647 and HD 199216) , and the strengths of all three peaks vary relative to one another (compare HD 147889 and HD 228969). The feature widths also vary, with the feature near 1.6 µ −1 (which could have more than one component) showing the largest variation (compare BD+44 • 1080 and CPD−59 • 2591). The position of the Table 1. broad minimum near 1.8 µ −1 , which is normally attributed to the VBS, appears to shift depending on the relative strengths of the three peaks. This leads us to believe that its position is influenced by the wings of the surrounding absorption peaks.
MODELING THE ISS
In this section, we describe an ad hoc model which enables us to isolate and quantify the major features seen in the residuals. Unlike the previous section, we use the resampled, but unsmoothed curves. Inspection of the mean residual curve shown in Figure 2 and the individual residuals shown in Figure 5 suggests that the most prominent aspects of the curves can be represented by a smooth background extinction and 3 distinct features centered near the strong DIBs at 4428, 4882, and 6383Å. The upswings in the residuals at each end of the wavelength interval are most likely artifacts of the polynomial background fit. We also search for correlations among the parameters used to fit the data, and discuss how such correlations might arise.
Fitting the curves
Each of the three strongest features are modeled as a Drude profile of the form given by equation (5). Drude functions are appealing because they have a solid physical basis and have been shown to provide excellent representations of dust extinction (Fitzpatrick & Massa 1986 ) and emission (e.g. Draine & Li 2001) . As previously stated, a quartic adequately describes the overall shapes of the curves. Consequently, we fit each curve with the following function
Altogether, this model contains 9 free parameters to describe the features: three c i , x i , and γ i . These, along with the five d j , were determined by non-linear least squares, using the Interactive Data Language (IDL) procedure MPFIT developed by Markwardt (2009) . We also use the notation a(λ i ) = c i /γ 2 i , where λ i = x −1 i , to denote the amplitude (maxima) of the profiles. Because all of the stars have been fit in the UV as well (Paper VII), parameters for the 2175Å Drude profile are available for each. Consequently, we were able to remove the contribution to the curves of the long wavelength tail of the 2175Å Drude profile (although this had little influence on the results). The regions of interstellar lines and the strong DIBs listed in Table 1 were given zero weight. In contrast, the regions near the Drude peaks were given 9 times the weight of the surrounding regions. This restrains the fitting routine from using the tails of the Drude profiles to help the overall agreement of purely continuum regions and emphasizes the influence of the positions and widths of the profiles 1 . We also constrained the γ i to be ≤ 0.5 µ −1 . This constraint keeps the Drude profiles from getting so wide that they become entangled in the continuum fitting.
We note that equation (10) is, in fact, an approximation. The observed curves actually have the form
where the subscripts D and B refer to the Drude and background contributions, and equation (12) follows since E(44 − 55) D << E(44 − 55) B . The term inside the first set of brackets in equation (12) can be rewritten as
which has the same form as equation (10). We see that the second term in this equation cannot affect the Drudes and that the c i determined from the fits to equation (10) are actually proportional to c 0 i /E(44 − 55) B . The second bracketed term in equation (12) is a multiplicative constant for each line of sight which is 1. Consequently, it can rescale everything but it cannot affect the x 0i , γ i , or the ratios of the c i . Consequently, equation (10) is a good approximation, but we need to keep in mind that the c i derived from the fits are actually c 0 i /E(44 − 55) B , where the c 0 i can be directly related to physical parameters described in § 4.2. Table 3 lists some properties of the fit parameters for the 24 stars in our sample with E(44 − 55) ≥ 0.5 (values for the entire sample are very similar). For each parameter listed in the first column, the Table gives: mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum, and range, defined as 100×(maxmin)/mean. It is immediately apparent that the x i values are quite robust and that their total ranges vary by only a few percent. Consequently, we refer to them as the 4370, 4870 and 6800Å features hereafter. In contrast, all of the other parameters have ranges that vary by more than a factor of 2. Figure 6 . Plots of the profile fits for the 10 most reddened stars in our sample as functions of inverse wavelength. The name of the star and its E(B − V ) are given for each curve. The thick red curves are the Drude fits, the dotted blue curve is the sample mean fit, the black curve is the data and the dashed lines give the zero point for each profile. The arrows show the positions of interstellar absorption lines (which appear as excess extinction) and the vertical dotted red lines show the positions of the strong DIBs listed in Table 1 . Table 2 continued Figure 6 shows the profile portion of the fits, i.e., the fit minus the quartic contribution, for the 10 most reddened stars in our sample. The overall quality of the fits is good, but it is also apparent that some aspects of the curves are not fit particularly well by our simple model (e.g., the blue edge of the curves and the blue wing of the 4370Å profile). While all the features are, in general, rather weak, their strengths vary significantly, from 0.05 in HD 29647, to 0.20 in HD 199216 and HD 239722, where the first has a very weak 2175Å bump and the latter two quite strong ones (see Paper VII).
Plots of correlations among the individual fit parameters show that the amplitudes of the features, a(4370) and a(4870), correlate well with a(2175), but that a(6300) does not. Figure 7 shows the correlation between a(4370) + a(4870) and a(2175). Although there is a clear correlation between these two quantities, the relation is not quite as strong as the one between the RMS of the residuals and a(2175) shown in Figure 3 . This is, no doubt, because our simple model does not capture all of the more complex structure that is related to a(2175) and because the derived parameters may be influenced by the continuum fit.
Relations among the fit parameters
Since 3 PCs can explain 85% of the variability, there should be several constraints among the 9 fit parameters used to fit the three profiles. Three constraints can be found by fixing the central positions of the three x 0i , since their variance is so small. When this is done, the quality of the fits is hardly affected. We searched for additional relations among the other parameters and noticed that the scale factors, c i and the widths, γ i are related. Figure 8 shows the c i −γ i relations for all three features. A different constant for each feature has been added to the log γ, vertically shifting the points, so that each feature can be seen to follow a simple linear relation, which has a slope 3. Notice that several of the points for the 6630Å feature and a few for the 4370Å one, form horizontal lines near log γ −0.6. This is due to the constraint enforced on γ i in the fitting routine described above. Nevertheless, over most of the range, the vast majority of the points fall along a line, which implies that there are constants, A i , such that
where A i = 0.35, 0.70, and 0.45, for the 6300, 4870, and 4370Å features, respectively. These relations can be used to eliminate the c i , leaving the γ i as the only free parameters in the fits. When this was done, the fits degraded significantly. However, when the constraints were only applied to the 4870 and 4370Å features, and both c and γ were allowed to be free for 6300Å, the quality of the fits became comparable to that obtained when no constraints are applied. As a result, we can find 5 constraints, implying that only 4 free parameters are needed to fit all three optical features. The question that naturally arises is whether the parameters of the 2175Å bump follow the same relation. Figure 9 extends the range shown in Figure 8 , to include the 2175Å bump. In this case, A = 4.0. Although there is considerable scatter, it appears that the lower envelope of the 2175Å parameters also follows a line of slope 3.
We now consider what the c ∝ γ 3 relations might imply. To begin, we adopt a very simplistic model which consists of one grain size of Drude absorbers and one grain size of background absorbers along each line of sight. For a single population of Drude particles, N D ∝ c 0 /γ, where N D is the number of absorbers (see Bohren & Huffman 1983) . We also assume that N B ∝ E(B − V ) B , where N B is the number of background absorbers. As a result, equation (14) becomes N D /N B ∝ γ 2 . In the Drude model, γ ∝ 1/r D , where r D is the radius of the absorbers and their geometric cross section is a D ∝ r 2 D . This gives N D /N B ∝ a −1 D . If we also assume that N B is fixed, then the previous relation implies that when the Drude grains are small, there are relatively more of them along the line of sight compared to background absorbers and when they are large, there are relatively fewer. In addition, the total mass in Drude grains, M D , is related to r D by M D ∝ ρN D r 3 D . Utilizing the previous result, that N D ∝ r −2 D implies that M D ∝ r D , i.e., there is less mass in the Drude grains when they are smaller. Thus, the empirical relations given by eq. (14) imply that the relative number of Drude absorbing grains may be similar along all Milky Way lines of sight, but that less total mass resides in the Drude grains when they are smaller. We emphasize that this model is extremely simplistic and only meant to illustrate how the constraints could influence a more comprehensive grain model.
We also performed principal component analysis on the continuum polynomials derived for each curve. The two largest PCs account for nearly 90% of the continuum variation, 51 and 37%, respectively. The upper plot in Figure 10 shows the wavelength dependence of the two largest PCs, as well as a scaled version of the mean polynomial fit. The lower plot shows the relationship between the coefficients of the largest PC and R(V ). The excellent correlation should . The line has a slope of 3, which represents a cubic. To align the data, a single constant was added to all of the log γ data for each wavelength. Note that a few of the γs for the 6300 and 4870Å fits ran into the upper limit in the nonlinear least squares routine, causing a horizontal row of points near log γ = −0.65. Figure 9 . Log-log plot of the γs versus the scale factors for all of the features including the UV 2175Å bump. Symbols for the optical features are the same as in Figure 8 and the triangles represent the 2175Å data. As in Figure 8 , the line has a slope of 3 and the a single constant was added to all of the log γ data for each feature. not be surprising, since it is well known that curves which "roll over" in the optical, i.e., are strongly influenced by the shape of the largest PC, are typically associated with large R(V ) values. We note that the maximum of the largest PC lies very near the maximum in the dk(λ − 55)/dR(55) curve given by Paper VII. However, it is shortward of the maximum in the second PC derived by Schlafly et al. (2016) . This difference is most likely the result of the very different wavelength baselines used. 5. SUMMARY We have verified the reality of ISS features in extinction curves by demonstrating two properties. First, its strength is independent of the physical parameters of the star used to create a curve. This can be seen by comparing the features for HD 147889 (B2 V), and HD 149452 (O8 V) in Figures 5 and 6. Second, the strength of the ISS correlates with an interstellar feature, the strength of the 2175Å bump. Further, as with the 2175Å feature, curves of stars in the same region tend to have the same ISS strength. We then proceeded to determine the magnitude, wavelength dependence and variability of the ISS in two different ways.
In the first approach, we examined the residuals of the extinction curves relative to a smooth background that is modeled by a quartic. It was shown that the residual curves have three strong peaks whose relative strengths and widths vary substantially from one sight line to another, but whose central positions are relatively stable and located near the strong DIBs at 4428, 4882 and 6284Å, suggesting a possible relation. It was also apparent that the VBS is actually a local minimum between absorption features. Next, we demonstrated that the magnitudes of the root mean square of the residuals -which give a crude measure of the strength of the ISS -are poorly correlated with R(V ), but strongly correlated with the strength of the 2175Å bump. Finally, principal component analysis was used to reveal that most of the ISS variations can be captured by the first three PCs of the residuals, suggesting that as few as three physical parameters might be able to explain the variations.
In the second approach, we modeled the ISS with three Drude profiles in order to quantify its major structures. This simple model provides a reasonable fit to the ISS, although it has some small inadequacies. The fits showed that the feature locations are very stable, near λ = 4370, 4870 and 6300Å and that the features contribute anywhere from a few percent to 20% of the extinction in those regions. Further analysis showed that the strengths of the 4370 and 4870Å features correlate with the strength of the 2175Å UV bump, but the 6300Å feature does not, and that none of the features correlate with R(V ). We found relations among the model parameters which can reduce them from 9 to 4, without a major loss of accuracy. Interpretation of these relations in terms of a simple dust model suggests that the density of dust producing the ISS is similar along all lines of sight, but distributed in different grain sizes. In addition, we verified that the strongest variation in the continuum extinction is the curvature, and that its strength is related to R(V ).
While it is hoped that our results will be useful for developing physical models of dust grains, they also have practical importance. Although the ISS is small, it should be taken into consideration if one wishes to achieve accurate fits to the SEDs of reddened stars. Also, the relation between the ISS features and the strength of the 2175Å bump could be useful for estimating the strength of the 2175Å bump in objects whose optical SEDs are either intrinsically smooth or well modeled but whose UV SEDs are poorly determined. Support for program #13760 was provided by NASA through a grant from the Space Telescope Science Institute, which is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under NASA contract NAS 5-26555. We also thank the referee for a thorough and insightful review of the manuscript, which improved the final version of the paper.
